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Review
Sperm epigenetics and influence of
environmental factors
Ida Donkin, Romain Barrès*
ABSTRACT

Background: Developmental programming of the embryo is controlled by genetic information but also dictated by epigenetic information
contained in spermatozoa. Lifestyle and environmental factors not only influence health in one individual but can also affect the phenotype of the
following generations. This is mediated via epigenetic inheritance i.e., gametic transmission of environmentally-driven epigenetic information to
the offspring. Evidence is accumulating that preconceptional exposure to certain lifestyle and environmental factors, such as diet, physical
activity, and smoking, affects the phenotype of the next generation through remodeling of the epigenetic blueprint of spermatozoa.
Scope of Review: This review will summarize current knowledge about the different epigenetic signals in sperm that are responsive to
environmental and lifestyle factors and are capable of affecting embryonic development and the phenotype of the offspring later in life.
Major conclusions: Like somatic cells, the epigenome of spermatozoa has proven to be dynamically reactive to a wide variety of environmental
and lifestyle stressors. The functional consequence on embryogenesis and phenotype of the next generation remains largely unknown. However,
strong evidence of environmentally-driven sperm-borne epigenetic factors, which are capable of altering the phenotype of the next generation, is
emerging on a large scale.

� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lifestyle factors such as diet, physical activity, smoking, and alcohol
consumption, are well known to influence the predisposition to obesity,
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer, which represent
an extraordinary disease burden worldwide. While one’s lifestyle clearly
affects health and lifespan at the individual level, recent epidemiological
studies have provided evidence that the lifestyle of one generation can
modify the risk of developing chronic diseases in subsequent genera-
tions through so-called parental effects. In fact, the plausible influence
of preconceptional environmental factors on the next generations’
phenotype is not a new idea. The evolutionary theories of both Jean-
Baptiste Lamarck and Charles Darwin have long suggested that, at
the population level, environmental factors select for particular phe-
notypes. However, what represents a paradigm shift is the discovery
that parental effects can affect the successive generation’s offspring,
through mechanisms that seem independent from genetic factors. The
separate investigation of paternal effects (where the male only is
exposed to a specific environment before conception), has provided
further evidence indicating that sperm-borne factors responsive to
changes in lifestyle can modulate the developmental programming of
the offspring by so-called epigenetic inheritance e a term referring to
the direct modification of the gametic epigenome by the environment
and subsequent transmission to the next generation [1].
Environmentally-driven epigenetic modifications of gametes provide a
potential molecular basis to explain the transmission of
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developmental plasticity across generations, as well as a mechanism
to understand “missing” heritability factors observed with certain
diseases. Indeed, in the context of metabolic diseases, all or part of
the unsolved heritability of obesity and type 2 diabetes may be
ascribed to epigenetic inheritance. This is supported by the epide-
miological observation that food availability in childhood and
adolescence influences the risk of developing cardiovascular dis-
eases in the offspring [2]. It should be emphasized that the second-
and not the first-generation offspring is affected. Moreover, trans-
mission occurs through the paternal line, thereby circumventing
possible maternal or in utero effects, which is at the origin of the
hypothesis that a non-genetic message is transmitted to the
following generations through gametes [2]. Animal models of
paternal inheritance have provided definitive evidence that dietary
factors introduced before conception can affect the metabolism of
the offspring through epigenetic inheritance [3e5]. For example,
paternal overnutrition increases body weight, and adiposity and im-
pairs glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity in adult female
offspring [4]. In a follow-up study, using the same animal model of
diet-induced obesity in the fathers, high-fat diet feeding reprograms
the epigenome of spermatozoa, thereby providing further evidence to
support the hypothesis that nutritional factors modify the metabolic
phenotype of the offspring through epigenetic inheritance [6]. In
humans, nutritional status and physical activity levels were associ-
ated with dynamic epigenetic changes in spermatozoa [7e9],
providing evidence to hypothesize that lifestyle factors prior to
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conception can modulate the health of the offspring through epige-
netic inheritance in humans as well. In addition to nutritional factors,
numerous prominent laboratories find that other environmental fac-
tors, such as exercise, endocrine-disruptors, as well as traumatic
stress, influence the developmental plasticity of phenotypes through
epigenetic inheritance (Figure 1) [10e12].
For obvious technical limitations, few studies have investigated the
effect of environmental factors on the oocyte epigenome [13,14].
Therefore, this review focuses on the sperm epigenome, about which
greater knowledge exists. When addressing epigenetic inheritance
experimentally, paternal models are primarily used, as they require
less experimental resources and confounding factors are easier to
exclude. In models of maternal exposure, environmental factors, even
if only present before conception, may later influence the develop-
mental milieu of the embryo (e.g. by altering placental function). This
constitutes an important source of bias, as the resulting phenotype of
the offspring might be affected by gametic influences, and observed
effects may simply be of pure intergenerational origin as compared to
transgenerational. In addition, both F1 and F2 generation are under
maternal influence during in utero development, as the germ cells of
F1 are developing at the embryonic state. Consequently, to determine
the effect of in utero exposure on epigenetic inheritance in a trans-
generational fashion, investigations need to be extended to the F3
generation (Figure 1) [5]. However, it is sufficient to study the F2
generation in paternal models, as the aforementioned in utero in-
fluences are not at play.
Paternal models are not void of possible confounding factors, how-
ever, and are not self-sufficient to prove gametic inheritance
Figure 1: Lifestyle and environmental influences across generations. Exercise in the
whole body physiology (2) which, if still persistent when a pregnancy occurs, may have c
exposed to the exercise effects, thereby affecting not only the F1 (the embryo itself) but also
part, the second-generation offspring, or F2. Exercise in the F0 may also alter behavior and
which in turn induces programming of the spermatozoa through serial programming. Alter
F1, . ), leading to true transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. Likely, the F2 generatio
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(Figure 1). For example, it is speculated that contamination of
maternal microbiota by the male at time of mating may impact the in
utero environment [15]. In addition, the seminal fluid may send
signals to the maternal tract and ultimately affect embryo develop-
ment (reviewed in [16]). Approaches using in vitro fertilization (IVF)
may represent a gold standard, with several groups successfully
replicating respective parental effects by IVF/ICSI or microinjection
[10,17e20]. However, caution should be applied when interpreting
results from studies using prior handling of gametes, as the pro-
cedures themselves may induce significant epigenetic alterations
with potential to affect offspring phenotype (reviewed in [21]).
Nevertheless, in this review, we discuss current evidence supporting
a role of the spermatozoal epigenome, in particular DNA methylation,
chromatin, and small RNA expression, as a potential carrier of
epigenetic inheritance under lifestyle influences.

2. DNA METHYLATION IN SPERMATOZOA

DNA methylation controls numerous cell processes including cell dif-
ferentiation and embryonic development. During embryonic develop-
ment, DNA methylation participates in the regulation of gene
expression, silencing of transposons, and endogenous retroviral se-
quences, X chromosome inactivation and genomic imprinting [22,23].
Methylation of DNA is under the control of DNA methyltransferases
(DNMTs) and enzymes of the demethylation pathway such as Ten-
Eleven Translocation (TET), as well as the thymineeDNAeglyco-
sylase (TDG) and the DNA base excision repair (BER) [24,25]. The vast
majority of DNA methylation occurs on cytosines in the genomes within
F0 generation may induce epigenetic reprogramming of the oocyte (1), and/or change
onsequences on the extracellular milieu in utero (3). The developing embryo could be
the primordial germ cells developing in the embryo. Primordial germ cells represent, in
metabolism in the F1 to influence aerobic capacity or inclination to exercise in the F1,

natively, exercise in the F0 may stably reprogram gametes throughout generations (F0,
n is an integration of all epigenetic reprogramming that occurs throughout ancestors.
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a CpG context [26]. However, methylation in a non-CpG context
(particularly CpA) has been described to account for up to 25% in some
cell types [27e29].
Sperm cells harbor both CpG and non-CpG methylation, with non-CpG
methylation accumulating within and around B1 SINE transposon se-
quences in male germ cells during mouse fetal development [30]. Non-
CpG methylation is also detected at paternally methylated regions and
some CpG islands, where maximum methylation is achieved at birth
[30]. Such patterns of dynamic methylation change (de novo methyl-
ation followed by methylation loss towards the mature spermatozoa
stage) is in striking contrast with methylation dynamics on CpGs.
Indeed, during mammalian development, early germ line cells are
subjected to nearly global DNA methylation erasure [31], a clearing
process that is thought to erase cellular memory and to allow devel-
opmental totipotency. Primordial germ cells (PGCs) undergo global
demethylation in a biphasic way. A first wave of DNA methylation loss
of about 70% occurs after PGCs have colonized the developing gonadal
region at embryonic day (E) 11.5 in the mouse [32] and presumably
E37 in humans [33]). Global DNA demethylation is further increased
and peaks at E13.5 in the mouse, with global CpG methylation levels
down to 3e4% [34], and 8% in humans, where the peak is observed
at week 7 of development [35]. DNA methylation loss is then followed
by de novo DNA methylation throughout all stages of sperm cell
maturation, with global CpG methylation levels of 90% in mouse- and
70% in fully mature human spermatozoa, yielding approximately 4% of
Figure 2: Overview of epigenetic marks susceptible to be remodeled with environme
the histone-bound DNA fraction accounting for less than 15% of the genome. DNA methy
found at repetitive elements. The positioning of histone relative to protamines may also
changed after nutritional stress. Expression of small RNA (sRNA) such as tRNA fragment
environmental stress.
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total cytosines methylated [36,37]. For comparison purpose, methyl-
ation levels in sperm are in the lower range compared to somatic cells,
for example thymus and brain, which exhibit 15e20% more methyl-
ation [38]. Mature spermatozoa are therefore “hypomethylated cells,”
with global methylation levels comparable to those in cancer cells [39].
The incomplete erasure of DNA methylation marks during epigenetic
reprogramming opens a biological time window, allowing transfer of
environmental influences from one generation to the next. Several
genomic features escape epigenetic reprogramming, for example
L1HS transposons, which are highly methylated at all stages of
germline development [35]. However, retrotransposon sequences
appear relatively depleted of genomic regions escaping reprogram-
ming (also coined as escapees) [40]. While the role of methylation at
transposons or repeated sequences is unknown and difficult to predict
by nature, the functional implication of methylation at escapees located
at the proximal end of protein-coding regions is obviously easier to
appreciate. In human primordial germ cells, functional analysis of
genes near escapees revealed an enrichment for genes expressed in
the brain and controlling neural development [40]. Several studies,
including those from our group, observed that lifestyle factors induce
differential DNA methylation in sperm, in close vicinity to genes related
to the control of neurogenesis and development of the central nervous
system (Figure 2) [7,8]. A three-month endurance training intervention
in humans altered methylation of genes related to the development of
the central nervous system, neurogenesis, and neuron differentiation
ntal insult. A simplified secondary structure of the sperm genome is represented, with
lation remodeling is enhanced at CG rich, histone-bound fractions in sperm and is also
be regulated by environmental factors. Histone modifications at specific loci are also
s (tRF), microRNA (miRNA) and PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) is affected by lifestyle or
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[7]. A similar enrichment for nervous system development genes was
found in sperm from obese men before and after gastric-bypass
induced weight loss [8]. In an earlier study investigating the varia-
tion of DNA methylation in somatic cells obtained from inbred mice,
similar genes referenced in ontologies related to embryonic develop-
ment and neurogenesis were identified [41]. Taken together, these
studies indicate that genes involved in the development of the central
nervous system are susceptible to stochastic epigenetic variation. It is
therefore legitimate to hypothesize that different lifestyle or environ-
mental factors induce DNA methylation changes on neurological gene
loci. Consistently, results from our group support specific effects of
lifestyle on epigenetic changes on genes controlling the development
of the central nervous system [9]. Spermatozoa collected before and
after a six-week endurance exercise intervention, as well as after three
months without exercise training, showed that DNA methylation
changes occur close to genes related to neurogenesis and, noticeably,
with a higher enrichment at the trained, compared to the untrained
state [9]. This reveals that time is not the main factor driving epigenetic
remodeling and suggests that epigenetic changes are induced by
external influences. This is consistent with the previously formulated
theory that cells respond to environmental stressors via increased
epigenetic variation [41]. Yet, it is legitimate to question whether a
technical bias is not at the origin of these results, since studies
reporting epigenetic changes on genes related to the development of
the central nervous system exclusively used DNA methylation arrays or
Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing [7,8,41,42], two tech-
niques that overestimates CpG-rich regions. Results could then be
explained by the fact that genes referenced in gene ontology terms
related to the development of the central nervous system have high
CpG density regions (referred to as CpG islands) compared to the rest
of the genome. However, gene ontology analysis corrected by the
overestimation of genes with high CpG density did not abolish
enrichment for the ontology term nervous system development in
obese men [8], which rules out technical biases. Other causes of
misinterpretation, such as the accuracy of genes referenced in
ontology terms, should be explored and systematic use of whole
genome bisulfite sequencing, which does not enrich for CG rich re-
gions, should permit a conclusion on the actual existence of
environmentally-induced epigenetic variation at genes related to brain
development in sperm. However, it is disputed in the field whether
epigenetic variation causes genetic variation or vice versa. In a pio-
neering study examining the link between genetic variation and DNA
methylation, evidence for allele-specific gene expression outside of
imprinted regions was found [43]. Others have suggested that geno-
types influence the majority of the heritable regions of differential
methylation. Investigations of a three-generation family as well as
unrelated individuals discovered that heterozygous single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) associate with different methylation patterns,
correlating to gene expression [44]. Surprisingly, when examining the
effects of genotype on DNA methylation, genetic variants appeared to
have greater impact than imprinting [44]. Moreover, a mathematical
model supports the hypothesis that epigenetic variation may be
genetically selected [41]. Of course, the role of genetic mutations in
epigenetic modifiers should not be discounted for either, as it has the
potential to cause profound changes in the overall epigenetic ma-
chinery of cells (reviewed in [45]). Altogether, it is quite difficult at this
stage to disentangle causality in the relationship between genetics and
epigenetics. Indubitably, genetics and epigenetics do interfere with one
another, but further investigations in this area are warranted.
Environmentally-induced methylation changes can also be quite gene-
specific. For instance, in a model of type 2 diabetes, spermatozoa
4 MOLECULAR METABOLISM 14 (2018) 1e11 � 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. T
harbored DNA methylation changes at genes related to glucose
metabolism and type 2 diabetes [46]. In another example, odor fear
conditioning with acetophenone induced hypomethylation of the ace-
tophenone receptor gene Olfr151 [10]. These studies suggest that
environmental factors (or at least certain types) can trigger a very
specific epigenetic response serving a specific physiological adaption.
In addition, these findings challenge the theory that epigenetic
response to an environmental insult is exclusively non-specific, to
allow for, at the individual organism or cell level, a distinct physio-
logical response compared to the rest of the population. Conversely,
other studies have reported that environmental insults are associated
with DNA methylation changes with unclear function-specific changes.
Notably, exposure of plastic-derived compounds bisphenol-A (BPA),
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) and dibutyl phthalate (DBP) to
several generations of males was associated with differential
methylation at 197 promoters, but without enrichment of specific gene
pathways [11]. Similarly, mice on a low protein diet exhibited DNA
methylation changes in sperm that were not associated with any
specific gene pathway [3]. Sperm from animals undernourished in
utero showed a marked DNA hypomethylation profile, with enrichment
in intergenic regions and CpG islands and underrepresentation of DNA
methylation changes in long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) and
short interspersed nuclear elements (SINE) [5]. Hypomethylation was
present at the germline level, supporting that in utero undernutrition
disrupted DNA remethylation during germline reprogramming, but no
clear coordinated changes in any specific gene pathway were identi-
fied [5]. High fat diet challenge in rats also induces remodeling of the
sperm DNA methylome on 92 genomic regions located at proximity of
genes enriched for unspecific gene function such as cellular locali-
zation, transport, and metabolic processes [6]. Eighteen regions were
differentially methylated in both sperm of founders on HFD and their
offspring, notably at the proximity of the Slc3a2 (solute carrier family 3
(amino acid transporter heavy chain), member 2), Tbrg4 (transforming
growth factor beta regulator 4) and Mfsd7 (major facilitator superfamily
domain containing 7), but, in this case, the paucity of genes in common
between the two generations did not allow for gene enrichment
analysis [6].
The diversity of epigenetic responses under environmental influences
could be caused by many factors including timing and type of envi-
ronmental stimulus, the methodology used to detect DNA methylation
changes, the bioinformatic parameters used, the species, the site of
sperm collection (epididymis vs. ejaculates), purification or not of
motile spermatozoa, etc. Alternatively, the diversity in response to
dietary influences could indicate that the signal detected corresponds
to noise levels as suggested in a genome-wide investigation of the
effect of high-fat diet on sperm DNA methylation in the mouse at
extreme sequencing depth [47]. This conclusion is based on the
assumption that methylation differences below 10% cannot account
for the penetrance of phenotype, i.e. the phenotypic consistency in the
next generation offspring [47]. However, another model by which
modest epigenetic changes occurring at distinct loci are integrated into
a unified phenotypic response remains possible, particularly when
focusing on fundamental cell processes like metabolic processes.
Indeed, the interconnection of energy metabolites combined with the
fact that all cellular processes are dictated by energy metabolism
implies that a perturbation of only few genes is likely to have metabolic
implications. Of interest, the observation that psychological stress in
fathers perturbs metabolism in the offspring supports that various
environmental stimuli are integrated into a non-specific, yet consistent,
metabolic response in the offspring [18]. Conversely, nutritional
challenge induces epigenetic variation at chromatin-modifying genes
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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in sperm that, in turn, globally affects the adipose tissue transcriptome
of the offspring and leads to a homogenous body weight phenotype
[48]. It is noteworthy that many intergenerational studies have focused
on metabolic readouts on the offspring such as glucose tolerance and
gene expression changes in metabolic organs [3e6,18,46]. While the
main purpose of these studies was to test the hypothesis that paternal
influences affect the offspring phenotype through epigenetic inheri-
tance, we believe that the nature of the phenotypic readout (metabolic)
could not allow for exact determination of the specificity of the
response. It is possible that other phenotypic responses, for example
behavioral characteristics, are differently affected by the various
environmental exposures used. Expanding the panel of phenotypic
characterization in offspring in intergenerational studies, with a par-
alleled profiling of the epigenetic blueprint in spermatozoa, will allow
the determination of the relationship between specific epigenetic
changes in sperm and the implication in the offspring.

3. SPERM CHROMATIN

In comparison to somatic cells, spermatozoa harbor a very distinct
chromatin structure and organization. DNA in sperm is bound to
protamines, which replace the vast majority of histones and allow a
DNA packaging structure six times more dense, protecting sperma-
tozoal DNA to extracellular stressors (Figure 2) [49]. Protamination
during spermatogenesis thus results in removal of most epigenetic
information carried by histones. Yet, remaining histone proteins are
essential and may poise genes for early embryonic development.

3.1. Histone retention and modification
Replacement of histone by protamines results from a stepwise process
during spermatogenesis, which gradually leads to removal of 85e95%
of histones, depending on the species [50]. Replacement of histone by
protamines is facilitated by transition proteins and H2A.L.2, which
enables loading of protamines onto nucleosomes. Protamines, in turn,
are responsible for histone eviction [50]. Histone hyperacetylation
participates in histone removal and bioavailability of acyl-CoA has been
proposed to impact sperm genome compaction [51]. Butyrylation,
another post-translational modification of histones, can occur
concomitantly to histone hyperacetylation during spermatogenesis,
preventing acetylation-dependent histone removal and ultimately
delaying replacement by protamines, leading to the modulation of
chromatin compaction [50,52,53]. Thus, environmental factors could
control genomic structure in mature spermatozoa through the regu-
lation of acyl-CoA availability, acetylation and butyrylation.
Analysis of endonuclease-resistant regions of the sperm genome has
revealed information about the packaging level of chromatin. When
used in association with the detection of the H4K12ac mark, this
analysis has provided evidence that nucleosomes are not randomly
retained but instead located at specific genomic locations in the sperm
genome [54]. Seminal studies have reported that histones are retained
at genic regions, preferably at genes controlling embryonic develop-
ment [55,56]. However, comparison of nuclease accessibility between
mouse embryonic stem cells and spermatozoa showed that most
retained histones in sperm are primarily located in gene-poor regions
[57]. This was confirmed by an independent group who showed that
histone retention occurs mainly at distal intergenic regions, repeats,
and retrotransposons [58]. Technical reasons, potentially related to the
concentration of endonuclease or duration of digestion, could be at the
origin of the discrepancies in the estimation of the specific genomic
distribution of histones retention in sperm, as suggested [59].
Regardless of these technical considerations, a proportion of histones
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 14 (2018) 1e11 � 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open acc
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remain at promoter sequences, notably sequences recognized by the
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) and near genes involved in embryonic
development [54,57]. Using antibody staining for histone 3 replication
variants, it was found that protamines are replaced by maternal nu-
cleosomes after fusion of the gametes, whereas the retained paternal
histones remained associated to the paternal genome [60]. Interest-
ingly, histone retention occurs predominantly at regions of high-CpG
density and low DNA methylation, for instance at promoters of
housekeeping and development-regulating genes [8,55]. Of interest,
histones are also retained at genes involved in sensory perception [54],
which may provide a molecular mechanism by which environmental
insults in the father alter sensory perception in the next generation
[10]. Consistently, genomic regions with retained histones were
enriched for differentially methylated regions in spermatozoa from
obese as compared to lean men [8]. Together, these findings support a
specific role of histone retention in embryonic development and also a
potential effect of lifestyle and environmental factors, which could
affect developmental programming through modulation of histone
positioning in sperm.
Diet-induced variation of specific histone marks in mature sperm has
also been reported [3]. Intensity of the H3K27me3 at the mitochondrial
gene Monoamine oxidase a (Maoa) and elongation factor Tu GTP
binding domain containing 1 (Eftud1a) is higher in sperm from mice
who were fed a three-month low-protein diet [3]. Repetitive regions in
the sperm genome are described to be enriched in the H3K27me3
mark, suggesting that silencing of repetitive elements is, at least in
part, under the control of histone retention and modification [57]. This
notion was later demonstrated in the context of early gene expression
in the embryo [61]. The finding that histones are randomly retained in
infertile patients, and that both H3K4me and H3K27me marks are
decreased, further supports that histone positioning and modification
is important for normal sperm function and definitely disqualifies the
idea by which remaining histones are non-functional remnants of
spermatogenesis [56].
Gradual protamination of sperm DNA during spermatogenesis
passively erases epigenetic signals that were carried by the removed
histones. Thereby, protamination participates in epigenetic reprog-
ramming in much the same way as DNA demethylation during sper-
matogenesis. The environmental influences modifying protamination
and protamine positioning, therefore, may constitute an epigenetic
signal in itself that is equally important to histone modification and DNA
methylation changes to influence transcriptional activity after fertil-
ization. In addition to protamine- and histone-bound DNA, specific
sperm DNA regions are attached to the nuclear matrix, in so-called
matrix attachment regions (MARs), which constitute an additional
layer of chromatin structure information in sperm [62,63]. At the
functional levels, MARs are essential to normal embryonic develop-
ment, and implicated in DNA replication and formation of the male
pronucleus after fertilization [62]. Thus, the distribution of protamines
along sperm DNA drives not only histone-related epigenetic signals
but, in parallel, defines the specific DNA regions engaged in MARs and,
subsequently, may tune various early developmental events post-
fertilization. Yet, the influence of lifestyle and environmental factors
on protamine positioning remains vastly unknown. Concentration of
factors contained in seminal fluid such as zinc may modulate prot-
amine formation and subsequently chromatin structure in a very dy-
namic fashion [64]. In addition to their positively-charged groups,
which neutralize the negative charge of the DNA backbone, protamines
contain thiol groups that are engaged into zinc-stabilized bridges,
allowing high degree of compaction [65]. In vitro evidence suggests
that variations in extracellular zinc concentration may affect zinc
ess article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 5
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content in the sperm head and influence DNA compaction [65]. In vivo,
protamine structure may be modulated when entering the ooplasm,
thereby allowing decompaction of paternal DNA. In addition,
environmentally-induced changes in zinc concentration in seminal
fluid, various time of exposure to seminal fluid during assisted
reproduction techniques, or various time in the female tract may in-
fluence zinc concentration in the sperm head and chromatin structure.
However, additional studies are warranted to determine the influence
of the seminal fluid and the female tract on protamine structure and
organization in sperm.
More evidence support that nutritional factors change histone marks in
sperm in various model organisms. Male Drosophila fed a high sugar
diet showed transcriptional derepression in sperm in a chromatin-
state-specific manner [48]. Response to paternal diet was depen-
dent on sperm chromatin plasticity, notably through H3K9me3-and
H3K27me3-dependent silencing [48]. Another study using mice as a
model demonstrated the role of chromatin marks in sperm on epige-
netic inheritance [66]. Remodeling of sperm H3K4me2 marks using a
transgenic model of KDM1A histone lysine 4 demethylase over-
expression during mouse spermatogenesis showed reduced survival
and developmental abnormalities in three subsequent generations
[66]. Increased KDM1A activity during sperm development was
associated with altered histone methylation and sperm RNA expres-
sion, which suggests that histone modification could participate, at
least in part, in the observed transgenerational effects [66]. Interest-
ingly, the fact that remodeling of the sperm H3K4me2 marks was
associated with expression of small non-coding RNA suggest coop-
eration between the different epigenetic marks in epigenetic inheri-
tance [66]. The notion of epigenetic cooperation is further supported by
a previous study showing that early traumatic stress induces trans-
generational alteration of behavioral and metabolic phenotype [18]. In
this investigation, early traumatic stress induced remodeling of sperm-
borne miRNA expression in F0 but not F1 sperm, despite propagation
of the behavioral and metabolic phenotype to the second (F2) gener-
ation [18]. Since microinjection experiments demonstrated the role of
sperm RNA in the transgenerational response to early traumatic stress
[18], this study suggests that other epigenetic signals than RNAs
cooperate to propagate transgenerational effects.
The role of histone positioning and modification on epigenetic inheri-
tance is not established. Evidence that some histone marks in sperm
are erased post-fertilization [67] indicates that, if histone signals
carried by paternal DNA are involved in epigenetic inheritance, these
signals are not propagated to adult tissues. Still, histone marks in
sperm may participate in intergenerational effects, but more likely
through altering the very early stage of developmental reprogramming.

4. SPERM-BORNE SMALL RNAS

Small RNAs (sRNAs) function as epigenetic regulators of gene
expression either by interaction with the translation machinery and/or
by inducing degradation of their complementary mRNA targets. During
spermatogenesis, the cytoplasm along with most of its transcripts is
depleted as a residual body, leaving the spermatozoa inert at the
translational level, as supported by the absence of intact rRNA [68].
However, some transcripts are left as a pool, consisting of both coding
and non-coding RNAs in a quantity of about 200 times less than in
somatic cells [69]. In the past, the remaining RNAs were thought to be
non-functional, remnant molecules from earlier steps of spermato-
genesis, or simply contamination from somatic cells. With develop-
ment of new methods and analysis tools, it is now clear that the
remaining transcripts are in fact selectively retained, suggesting that
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sperm-borne RNAs are functional. Among these are fragmented and
non-degraded mRNAs, pi (piwi-interacting)RNAs, t (transfer)RNA
fragments (tRFs), si (small-interfering)RNAs, mi (micro)RNAs and lnc
(long non-coding)RNAs. A role for sperm transcripts in embryonic
development was suggested by Krawetz and colleagues, who showed
that paternal messenger RNA is delivered to the oocytes at fertilization
[70]. Another study showed that, by injecting RNA coding for phos-
pholipase C-zeta into mouse oocytes, a portion of these transcripts
were translated into functional proteins [71]. A seminal study later
implicated sperm RNAs in the transmission of non-Mendelian phe-
notypes [72]. Together, these studies have demonstrated a role for
sperm-borne transcripts in the early development of the embryo and
suggested a role in epigenetic inheritance.
Piwi-interacting RNAs (26e31 nucleotides) are specifically expressed
in the gonads, and are thought to silence transposable elements,
especially in the germline, protecting the integrity of the genome.
PiRNAs mediate their effect through PIWI-proteins, a subfamily of the
argonaute family of proteins. In addition to their role in male fertility
[73] piRNAs are involved in epigenetic inheritance in Drosophila and
C. Elegans [74,75]. Spermatozoa from obese humans and rats on a
high-fat diet have an altered piRNA signature compared to their lean
counterparts, which could point to a role for piRNAs in epigenetic in-
heritance of metabolic dysfunction [6,8,9]. In otherwise healthy obese
humans of the fertile age, expression of 37 piRNAs was altered in
spermatozoa, as compared to spermatozoa from lean males [8].
Computational target prediction of these piRNA-based complementary
seeding sequences to mRNA, returned that the Cocaine and
Amphetamine Regulated Transcript (CART) gene, a negative regulator
of food intake involved in obesity, was a putative target (reviewed in
[76]). Data exist showing that lifestyle factors can modulate piRNA in
sperm. Six weeks of exercise training alters the expression of 6
different piRNAs in spermatozoa from lean and healthy young in-
dividuals [9]. Importantly, and as discussed earlier, altered piRNA
expression was not due to a simple effect of collection time between
the untrained and the trained state, since piRNA expression changes
were reverted following a 3-month detraining period. These data
indicate that lifestyle effects are indeed specific and that sperm piRNA
expression is dynamic. Target prediction of piR-hsa-28160, one of the
differentially expressed piRNAs in response to exercise, returned the
ILF3/NF90-interacting RNA Small ILF3/NF90-associated RNA (SNAR), a
regulator of the let7 family member let7a, which is a miRNA family
known to be involved in inflammation, glucose metabolism [77e79]
and, more recently, epigenetic inheritance as mentioned in this re-
view [6,20].
Other important molecules belonging to small RNAs and thought to
contribute to epigenetic inheritance are tRNA fragments, or tRFs. tRFs
vary in length (10e45 nucleotides) and are mainly derived from the 50
end of either mature tRNA or pre-tRNA. A role of sperm-borne tRFs in
epigenetic inheritance was suggested by the observation that tRFs
participate in piRNAs synthesis in mouse gametes and zygotes [80].
More recently, several groups have provided compelling evidence that
tRFs play a role in epigenetic inheritance [17,20]. A low-protein diet
remodels the expression of several fragments of tRFs in spermatozoa
from founders at the origin of parental effects [20]. The potential role of
sperm tRFs was suggested via the intracytoplasmic sperm injection
(ICSI) of sperm from founders on a low-protein diet. These experiments
identified tRF-Gly-GCC as a repressor for genes linked to an endoge-
nous retroelement active in the preimplantation embryo [20]. A similar
approach was used that discovered altered tRNA fragments in sperm
from mice fed a high-fat diet. This study further demonstrated that
injection of tRNA fragments isolated from HFD-sperm into control
his is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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zygotes resulted in metabolic disorders of the offspring alongside
altered gene expression of metabolic pathways in the early embryos
[17]. Together, these results convincingly indicate that sperm tsRNAs
could play a role in the transmission of dietary-induced epigenetic
signals from father to offspring, through modulation of embryonic
development.
Micro RNAs (miRNA) are the most well-characterized subtype of
sRNAs. MiRNAs are constituted of a 22 nucleotide-long, hairpin-
structured RNA and are well described in regulation of gene expres-
sion. In a canonical pathway, miRNAs downregulate gene expression
by targeting mRNAs on their 30 UTRs, which results in either trans-
lational repression or degradation of the mRNA [81]. One miRNA can
target several mRNAs; one mRNA can be targeted by several miRNA.
This means that miRNA-mRNA networks can be complex to resolve
and the function of individual miRNAs difficult to identify. Several
studies have identified the function of sperm-borne miRNAs. For
example, miR-34c is the most abundant miRNA in human sperm and
was shown to be required for the first cell divisions in mouse embryos
[82]. Moreover, several groups have provided evidence that miRNAs
play an important role in the provision of signals for early embryonic
development [18,19,72,83e85]. Mice who received a zygotic injection
of a combination of nine miRNAs that were altered in paternal sperm
after exposure to chronic stress had offspring that developed altered
stress-responses closely resembling the phenotype of the father [86].
More recently, miRNA let-7c was identified as a potential carrier of
transgenerational epigenetic inheritance induced by paternal high-fat
diet [6]. The let-7 miRNA family is known to control lipid and
glucose metabolism, and was found to be differentially expressed in
spermatozoa of HFD-fed rats as well as in the spermatozoa of their
offspring [6]. As a response to paternal obesity, offspring developed
disturbances in glucose and lipid metabolism, together with observed
altered expression of let-7c in liver, white adipose, and muscle tissue
of the adult offspring [6,87]. Interestingly, the let-7 family of miRNAs
appears to be implicated in other models of diet-induced trans-
generational inheritance as well. When exposing mice to a low-protein
diet in the period up to conception, several let-7 species are down-
regulated in spermatozoa associated with an altered phenotype of
the offspring [20]. These discoveries, made by distinguished labora-
tories, indicate that let-7 family members are diet-responsive sperm
sRNAs that mediate intergenerational inheritance.
While some sRNA molecules appear to respond to a variety of stimuli,
for example nutritional stress, it is noteworthy that the composition of
the different subgroups of sRNAs is found to vary among animal
species. In humans, piRNAs, followed by tRNAs and miRNAs, consti-
tute the most abundant sncRNA subgroups [8,88], whereas in rodents,
tRNAs is by far the most abundant group when considering the content
of fully mature spermatozoa [20,85]. This composition changes,
however, throughout maturation of the spermatozoon, with piRNAs as
the most abundant form in the first processes of spermatogenesis then
slowly decreasing in quantity whereas tRNAs increase in abundance as
maturation proceeds [17]. While stage-dependent cleavage of specific
tRNAs may be at the origin of sperm tRFs, evidence exists supporting
that epididymal epithelial cells provide tRNAs from epididymosomes,
during the travel of spermatozoa in the epididymis [20]. The difference
in sRNA composition between species may of course be evolutionarily
established, but it is possible that differences in methods for the
collection of mature spermatozoa are involved. In human studies,
semen cells are collected and isolated from sperm ejaculates, whereas
most rodent studies harvest spermatozoa directly from the epididymis.
As mentioned, epithelial cells can deliver sRNAs to the mature sper-
matozoa [20]; therefore, it is possible that methodological differences
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 14 (2018) 1e11 � 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open acc
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when collecting spermatozoa may account for composition disparities.
Indeed, spermatozoa in ejaculates have been through the entire male
genital tract, while collection of spermatozoa in various places of the
epididymis (cauda, corpus and caput) may result in immature sper-
matozoa, in terms of RNA content. Yet, several groups have succeeded
in partly replicating phenotypic alterations obtained by natural mating
through generations using IVF/ICSI techniques, or microinjection of
sperm-isolated RNA, where sperm was collected in the epididymis
[17,18,20,84]. However, among other more obvious confounders,
method dissimilarities make it difficult to deduct findings from one
species to the next. A way to account for this could be semen collection
by rectal electric stimulation in rodents, but this method is ethically and
methodologically challenging to establish, due to its stressful and
painful nature.
Despite the above-mentioned evidence that sperm-borne sRNAs
contribute to epigenetic inheritance, the actual mechanisms of action,
i.e. in the developing embryo, are still insufficiently defined. The
ongoing development of new technologies such as transcriptomic
profiling at the single- or few cell level, has however greatly facilitated
the investigations about the transcriptomic role of sRNAs. In addition,
accumulating evidence suggests sperm sRNAs influence other
epigenetic marks. For instance, in gene inactivation, where sRNAs
contribute to the recruitment of histone methylases, such as during
establishment of X chromosome inactivation and at imprinted regions
[89,90]. Additionally, sRNAs can affect DNA methylation levels at
specific loci through interaction with DNA methyltransferases [91,92].
Argonaute proteins and different histone modifications co-
immunoprecipitate, which leads to the speculation that sRNAs alter
chromatin structure at specific target sites (reviewed in [93]). A cross-
talk between epigenetic marks would imply that investigations
focusing on the transmission of epigenetic signals from the gamete to
the somatic cells of the offspring should be exhaustive to all the main
epigenetics marks, DNA methylation, histone modification and sRNA
expression, which represents a very time-consuming and financially
demanding strategy at the present date.

5. EVOLUTIONARY CONSIDERATIONS

The high CpG density of genes referred as “control of neurological
processes” in ontology databases raises the additional question of a
possible role of epigenetic variation in genetic variation. As suggested
earlier [94], methylated cytosines are thought to constitute hot spots
for deamination (where methylated cytosines are converted into thy-
mines) and mutation. The notion that methylated cytosines are
mutagenic has been at the origin of a theory that hypomethylation is a
mechanism protecting DNA sequence integrity [94]. This theory is
supported by the computational observation that SNPs in the human
genome occur at a higher frequency in CpG sites [95]. To our
knowledge, only one study, performed in E. Coli, has experimentally
addressed the mutagenicity of methylated cytosines, whereby deam-
ination rates of 5-methylcytosine within double stranded DNA was
higher than that of cytosine [96]. The mutagenicity of cytosines is
further supported by an in silico study, in which comparison of
orthologous CpG-rich sequences across primates suggests that an
active process of CpG conservation exists at specific genomic regions
[95]. Notably, the imprinted regions H19 and GTL2/DLK1 in the male
germ line show lower CpG loss rates than expected [95]. Moreover,
CpG islands located in exonic regions also show low cytosine diver-
gence rates [95]. These observations could altogether indicate that
some genomic regions are prone to epigenetic variation and subse-
quent genetic mutations, while other regions are safe-guarded for
ess article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/). 7
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Review
methylation-induced mutagenicity. Our data shows that epigenetically
variable regions in obese men overlap with variants previously iden-
tified in genome-wide association studies of obesity. This would favor
that epigenetic variation induced by one’s lifestyle also occurs at
hotspots for genetic variation [8]. This process has been described by
the developmental biologist Conrad Waddington as “genetic assimi-
lation” [97]. The evolutionary implication of epigenetic variation as a
source of genetic variation is appealing, since it would reconcile two
theoretical models of species evolution that are often opposed; evo-
lution through Lamarckian inheritance, where the genome is directly
modified by environmental stressors and then transmitted trans-
generationally, and evolution through Darwinian selection, where
continuous genetic variation exists within a population and leads to
selection at the extremes of phenotype. Mathematical modeling,
however, indicates that epigenetic variation may be genetically
selected [41], which is in contradiction with the opposite model in
which epigenetic variation is a cause of genetic variation. While both
models can cooperate, more experimental evidence, other than
Table 1 e Selection of studies providing evidence of transgenerational ep

Author, year Intervention Species, generatio
investigated

Carone et al., 2010 Paternal low-protein diet before
conception

Mouse, F0 þ F1

Radford et al., 2014 Maternal caloric restriction during
gestation (F0)

Mouse, (F0) þ F1 þ F2

de castro Barbosa
et al., 2016

Paternal high-fat diet before
conception

Rat, F0þF1þF2

Dias & Ressler,
2014

Paternal odor fear conditioning Mouse, F0þF1þF2
Cross-fostering, IVF

Manikkam
et al., 2013

Maternal exposure to endocrine
disruptors during gestation (F0)

Rat, F0þF1þF3

McPherson
et al., 2015

Paternal exposure to high-fat diet
and/or exercise before conception

Mouse, F0þF1

Wei et al., 2014 Paternal high-fat diet þ low-dose
streptozodocin before conception

Mouse, F0þF1þF2

Gapp et al., 2014 Paternal traumatic stress in early life Mouse, F0þF1þF2
Microinjection of sperm RN
zygotes

Sharma et al., 2016 Paternal low-protein diet before
ceonception

Mouse, F0þF1
IVF, ICSI/microinjection of
RNA into ctrl zygote

Chen et al., 2016 Paternal high-fat diet before
conception

Mouse, F0þF1
Microinjection of sperm he
RNA/specific RNA into ctrl

Grandjean et al., 2009 Microinjection of specific microRNA
into ctrl zygotes

Mouse, Microinjection of s
microRNA into ctrl zygotes
(F1)þF2þF3

Wagner et al., 2008 Microinjection of specific microRNA
into ctrl zygotes

Mouse, Microinjection of s
microRNA into ctrl zygotes

Cropley et al., 2016 Paternal congenic obesity/pre-
diabetes mouse model

Mouse, F0þF1þF2þF3

Grandjean et al., 2015 Paternal high-fat/high-sugar diet
before conception

Microinjection of testis an
total RNA/specific microRN
zygotes (F1)

Seq ¼ sequencing; MeDIP ¼ Methylated DNA immunoprecipitation; RRBS¼ Reduced repre
chain reaction; MBD ¼ Methyl binding domain; ChIP: Chromatin immunoprecipitation.
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computationally-based, should be provided to address the mutage-
nicity of regions subjected to environmentally-induced epigenetic
variation and the evolutionary implications.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

While current research points to epigenetic regulation as a feasible
control mechanism for paternal inheritance, it is challenging to rule out
confounding (non-gametic) factors that could be at play in parental
effects. For example, exchange of microbiota at time of mating may
participate in an altered developmental milieu for the embryo. Also,
factors of the paternal seminal fluid may theoretically affect fetal
environment before or at the fusion of gametes, as it is known to
contain potential signaling factors such as hormones. Interestingly,
elevated seminal levels of insulin and leptin have been detected in
obese men [98], and mass spectrometry analyses has revealed more
than 20 proteins differentially expressed in seminal plasma of smokers
[99]. Spermatozoa are not in contact with the full fraction of seminal
igenetic inheritance in murine models.

ns Epigenetic marks studied Technique(s) used

Sperm, F0: DNA methylation and
small ncRNA
Liver, F1: DNA methylation, small
ncRNA

Sperm, F0: MeDIP-seq, bisulfite
seq, RNA microarray
Liver, F1: DNA microarray, RRBS,
bisulfite seq, HT-seq of miRNA

Sperm, F1: DNA
Methylation
Liver/brain, F2: DNA methylation

Sperm, F1: MeDIP-seq, bisulfite
pyrovateseq
F2, liver/brain: Bisulfite pyrovateseq

Sperm, F0þF1þF2: DNA
methylation, small ncRNA
Metabolic tissues, F1þF2: small
ncRNA

Sperm, F0þF1þF2: MBD-seq,
RNA-seq
Metabolic tissue, F1þF2: RNA-seq

Sperm, F0þF1: DNA methylation,
chromatin

Sperm, F0þF1: Bisulfite seq
Sperm, F0: Native-ChIP
Main olfactory epithelium, F1þF2:
Bisulfite seq

Sperm, F3: DNA methylation Sperm, F3: MeDIP-Chip

Sperm, F0: microRNA Sperm, F0: MicroRNA Array

Sperm, F0: DNA methylation
Pancreas, F1: DNA methylation
Pancreas, F2: DNA methylation

Sperm, F0: MeDIP-Seq, bisulfite seq
Pancreas, F1: MeDIP-Seq, bisulfite
seq
Pancreas, F2: MeDIP-qPCR

A into ctrl
Sperm, F0þF1þF2: Small ncRNA
Brain þ serum, F0þF1þF2: Small
ncRNA

RNA-seq (all tissues)

specific
Sperm, epididymis, testis, F0:
ncRNA
Single embryo, F1: ncRNA

Sperm, epididymis, testis F0: RNA-
seq
Single embryo, F1: RNA-seq

ad/total
zygotes

Sperm, F0: ncRNA
Pancreas, embryo/blastocyst, F1:
ncRNA, DNA methylation

Sperm, F0: RNA-seq
Pancreas, F1: RNA-seq, RRBS
Single embryo/blastocyst: RNA-seq

pecific Embryo þ adult tissue, F1: Specific
microRNA, chromatin

Embryo þ adult tissue, F1: RT-
qPCR, ChIP

pecific
(F1)

F1, heart: Specific microRNA Heart, F1: RT-qPCR

Sperm, F1: ncRNA Sperm, F1: RNA-seq

d sperm
A into ctrl

Testis, sperm, F0: ncRNA Testis, F0: RNA-seq
Testis, sperm, F0: RT-qPCR

sentative bisulfite sequencing; (RT-)qPCR: (reverse transcription) quantitative polymerase
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fluid before ejaculation, but as it often takes few hours before the
spermatozoa reach the oocyte, the spermatozoa are susceptible to be
exposed to these factors many hours before fertilization. The common
assumption is that DNA methylation changes in sperm occur exclu-
sively prior to ejaculation. The presence of DNA methylation-modifying
enzymes in mature sperm [100,101] and the fact that dynamic DNA
methylation can occur in non-dividing cells [102], would however
support the provocative hypothesis that sperm DNA methylation can be
altered in mature sperm. In addition, somatic cells may deliver sRNA-
content directly to the mature spermatozoon as suggested [20]. Thus,
mature sperm cells, even after ejaculation, may be epigenetically
remodeled by the seminal fluid, or by factors or cells of the female
genital tract.

6.1. Are diet-induced epigenetic marks transmitted to the
offspring?
Understanding the mechanisms by which environmentally-driven
changes of the sperm epigenome affect the metabolism of the
offspring represents a very fundamental gap to fill. Given the impor-
tance of the sperm epigenome in embryonic development, it is very
plausible that any modulation of the gametic epigenetic signal will alter
the developmental programming of the embryo. Such alteration would
be amplified through the so-called Waddington model, according to
which small epigenetic changes that occur early during cell differen-
tiation drive tissue-specific gene expression [97]. The characterization
of the environmentally-driven changes passed down to the stem cells
of the offspring would be highly informative.
It is tempting to postulate that chromatin and DNA methylation marks
that vary under environmental stress serve a function post-fertilization
and are not simply decorative. This assumption may be hard to test,
however, since examination the effect of specific DNA methylation
patterns in sperm on the developmental programming of the embryo
remains technically challenging. Editing tools using the nuclease-free
CRISPR-Cas9 system, for example the CRISPR-Cas9 fused to DNA
methyltransferase 3A [103] or the demethylation-participating enzyme
TET1 [104] may be used. Yet, if DNA methylation signals localized in a
plethora of loci are differentially methylated, these tools may not be
able to target all genomic sites in the same sperm cell.
On the other hand, microinjection experiments using sRNA have
convincingly provided evidence that sRNA can carry parental effects to
the next generation [10,17e20]. However, the fact that many of these
experiments led to altered metabolism in the offspring does not indi-
cate high-specificity [17,19,20]. As discussed earlier in this review,
metabolic features like glucose and insulin tolerance constitute read-
outs that are likely to be affected by every slight alteration in embryo
programming and therefore, microinjection of any sRNA species is
likely to affect metabolism in one way or another. Using a sRNA type
that does not vary under the specific environmental insult as a negative
control for microinjection experiment, rather than scrambled molecules
for example, would help determine the specificity of sRNA in epigenetic
inheritance.
At present, in the field of epigenetic inheritance, many questions are
still left unanswered. The mechanism of how epigenetic factors are
established and altered in the germline, as well as in somatic cells, are
not well understood. Causality is yet to be explained, and it is still
highly debated to what extent genetic and epigenetic factors interplay
in the environmentally influenced manipulation of gene expression and
phenotype. An overview of the diversity of epigenetic responses to
lifestyle or environmental insults (Table 1) is prompting researchers in
the field to better understand the contribution of the timing and
duration of exposure, sex, species, and the technology used on
MOLECULAR METABOLISM 14 (2018) 1e11 � 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open acc
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epigenetic changes in sperm (Figure 1). Future research efforts may be
able to identify a unified epigenetic remodeling response to lifestyle
stress across species. Understanding the role of environmentally-
driven epigenetic changes in gametes on the phenotype of the
offspring constitutes not only a fascinating biological question on its
own but also represents a moral obligation for the health of future
generations.
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